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hC)'je,ct, .Obj ectiva.s
The origi~al o'bjectiV'es, approved at the Maxch, 1950, meeti~g
of the ~high,Project.SUbcammitteeare as follows:
....-'
1. To detarmine thebeb.avior of steel beams t, columns ~4
conti~u'ous welded cQnne,ctiO!ls with ,emphasis on p·las'tic behavior,
and to develop theories to predict such ,behavior.
2. To .determi~e h9.w to proportion various types of welde·d
continuous frames to develop the most balanced .resistance in
the plastic range so that the greatest possible collapse load
.~lill be ~eached~
3 l3 To determi~a procedl!'rews 0a-t.ana,llsifl that ,will en.able one
'to calculate the ce-l1apse loads of welded c~tinuous frames and
to ver,ifY the analyt:3is by suitable tests.
4" To determitle proc.edures of an.alysis that will enable one
'to calculate the elast.i£ and permanent, deformations in welded
continuous frames in the r~ge inte~ediate between elastic limit
and collapse load.
51), To- ,explore limitations in the application .of plastic .range
..design over and above. defo.rmation limitations:t n-am.ely, fatigue:)
local ,buckling, lateral buckling$ etc.
6. To develop pra.ctical .de.sign procedures for the utilization
,of reserve plastic stre~gth in the design .of continuous welded
frwne.s.
In.brief, then, t'Q.8 program consists of:
1. ,Column! Beam." mld yonnection Stud.ies (Fr.am.e Components)
24 Fr~ Studies (Integral Belutvio.r)
3 @ .Practic,al. lic.ations (Methods of analysis and design wlthdue
04»- r'egard to ltmitacions su.ch as fat.igue, deflectiODS,
local ,buckling, etc.).
\.,
\
._~
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tt~'ON PLASTIC DESI~N
(Prbgress Report 205-111)
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In considering the pr'actica1 application .of plastic dr-sign,
it ls conceived ~that thtree docwnents eventually will be :re~ire~:
1. A ~commep.·tary" oh plastic designs (the ."rules··t and
justification therefor)o
2.. A set of design examples (design ,manual) Q
3. ,A spaci£ication~
With the present state ofkn-owledge, work qn items (1) and (2) may
'proceed simult8;ueOtts1y; a suitable specification woul~ follow later.
With regard to item (1), the "Connnentary on .:.plastic ,DesignU
is intended .to be an extension ,of the report) "Rul-es of Practice for
Plastic Design 'in,Steel tt (IntG Report No~ 26) •. When completed it should
constitute a justification of the proVisions and procedures of the
plastic metho,ds. It .would ·offer proof of the validity of Utules l1 such
.as those outlined in the above-mentio.ned report and as contai~ed in ...
dhapter 12 of, the sunnner course lecture notes (1"0 Ro 4/=18) 0' In some cases
it.would .constitute a summary of procedureso
Work on the "Commentary" is considered to be a part of the
project under the general heading "Rules of Practice in .Det:t~"o The
plan is to bring Interim Report No ~ 26 up to date by inclusion. of t'Q.e
appropriate material from Progress Report Noo 18 (Lecture Notes), to
e;gpand and revise it wh.ere necessary, and ,to document it by the ill-elusion
.of appropriate test resultso .We consider this to be an .effort of the
entire research project staffo
Th-,? .C'OIIlD1ittee onl?lasticity Related to Design ha.s expressed
its desire to review the resulting ,document" A jointASCE-AWS report
mayevelltually be issued.
January, 1956
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HAilllCHED CONNECTION'S.
(Progress Re{'o'rt 20SC-Vl)
page-Li
ThedeveLlop1l1.ent of a design procedure for' haunched r'igid frame
knees is being continuedoTh'e actual application ,of the metho-d of analysis
presented by Harvey CI> Olander and discussed during the March, 1955 meeting
was thCltottghly.,J3ttidied in order to facilitate its use.~
The relation?hip be'tween .the required thickness of flange and
the geometry of the knee is being determined 0 It has been ,found in some
cases to beunecon'omical to il1c rease' the thickness of one fla~ge only.
It is also undesirable ,w4enthepossibility of te~sion loading of the knee
occurs~
For a s~etrical knee with straight, non wparal1el fla~ges,
J0l.n1ng a vertica.l column .and horizontal ,gir'der, and ,a ra.tio of lel1gth
,of one leg to ,depth ,o'frol1ed section joil1ed of about 3 ~ 5, it ,has b'een
found that the thickness of .each flange must be increased by about 50
percent.. The load is such that the plastic moment occurs at t:tJ.e section
where the knee and girder ar'e joined~ The percentage may increase con-
siderably if the critical section in the haunch occurs at the connection ,o-f
haunch ,and girder.
Investigation ,'of similar kn'ees with curved inner flanges shows
that th'e thickness of both flanges must be increased as much as 65 percent.
Current .wo.rk is leading to the design -of a k~ele- with straight,
non-parallel fla~g.es for purpo.ses of testing(t
Respectfully submitted,
Jerome E,o .Smith
January, 1956
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,LA,TERALBUCKLING
(Progress Report 20SE-V)
Revi-ew 'of Resul ts
In ,a proposal for the ,continuation ,of Project 205E, made
August,) 1954, four 'preliminary tests on lateral bl.1cklingunder co~stc1nt
,moment 'wer~ p'roposed .and approved ,by' the conunittee o The preliminary
results 0'£ the first two of thJ:se tests were in4icated ,to the Sttbcom-
mittee in .March", 1955. .Since then the remaining two specimens h.ave
been tested_ ,All theclata has not yet bee'n .reduced nor has arepo'rt yet
been prepared.
,A ,brief summary of the resu'l ts can be seen in Table I.
In ,generally sUIml1arizi~g these results, it is believed the
fol1oWi~g points are indicated:
1. For constantmome~t, the critical buckling lengths so
that lateral buckling ,will not occur before strain
hardening, can ,be .det~rmined by using ,the strain.-
hardening ,moduli in the usual elastic buckling ,equations.
2. In the case of constant moment, the critical length
reduces~very,quickly from the elastic value to appro~i­
mately the strain-har'dening value once the yield
curvature of the beam has be'en exceeded. (see Fig. 1)
3" Depending on the ratio- of actual length to cr'itical,-~ ~
le~gth, in the post-buckling ra~ge the beam can hol-d
up to (say) 95% of its ultimate moment for conaiderable
more curvature (see Row 7 of Table I).
4. In the tests conducted, eXc.ept for test, Ll ,whi.ch'.-went to a
moment well above strain-b,ard.en.ing'1 interaction between ,
lateral -aI1d local .buckling was not e:xperienced,failure
being de'£initelydue ~o lateral ,1Juckli~g in L2 and L4
·and local ,buckling in L3.
5. -"Generally it is believed the tests (except conclusion
3 regardi:q.g post ....buckli~g s,trength) c()rroborate·d reslllts
which could reasonably be predicted from present
knowled.g'e II -
,0utli~.e of Furth,er Wo.rk
1. Experimental .Work
.:SQme further experimental data is available from the tests
conducte·d .during the sunmter course 0 No other immediate experimental
work is plann'ed.
January, 1956
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2. Analytical Work
It is ..propo~,ed. to concentrate more attention .onthis ar'ea. in
the ,coming six months.. Specifically the analytical work falls into three
section.s.
Firstly, i.t is proposed to obtain solutions for the lateral
buckling point of beams under a gener'al ,moment gra'dient, several factors
being cqnsidered such as:
(a) 'Portion of t:h~. beam is considered ·as having strain-i ,
hardening .modu'li.
(h) Th~,._.E?_xtent 0'£ the strain-hardening ,area is governed by
the moment gradient and the required curvature change.
(c) End boundary conditions be'i~g varied from £ixedto free.
Preliminary analytical work ,on the basis of assumptions (a)
and (b) for the case'of uniform .moment indicate clos'e agreement with
tests as s.hown in ,Flg _, 1.
In general the pr()blem is one of lateral-torsional buckling
'of an .eccentrically loa'dedcolunm. which has variable elastic c·onstants.
As such,~ the' problem is extremely .difficult. Initially, simpl~£ying
aS8umpti~ns will b,e made as follows ~
(a) Ze'ro axial f'orce.
(b) Ideal ized "N-.c0 relatL'Onship 0
(c) Absence of St. Venal1ts torsion.
(d) Small ,deflection theory 0
(e) Symmetricalcros$ section.
(f) "Ap'proximate ntethod of s·olutian.
An .approxim4ti-on 'of the 'effect of each .of these simplif,icat~ons
will be, made' •
.Secondly, on the assumptions of small initial eccentricities
or an .aai~lysis of post~bu.ckling strretJgth of the b.eam, the load ,-deflecti'on
curve will be obtained. .The variables and ass.ump.tions involved .are in-
dicate,d in ,th'e first s~ction.
Thirdly, the app~icati.on 'of thes'e res'ults in the .design .of fr8.1'l\es
by plastic metho,ds will be'made. This will involV'e a stu-dy of th'e follow--
ing points:
(a) Review of methods for expr~ssin.g the necessary rotation
capacity in the .nhi~gen regiouo (See ~roject 205C-,III)
January, 1956
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(b) In ,the case where the post-buckli~g strength can ,effect
c-onsiderableecon,omy,) WQ,ether it can _be considered as
an acceptable desigl1 ,criterion 0
page-,g
(c) T:Qe effectiven'ess of various types Qf lateral ,bracing in
providi~g definite boundary conditions 0 (see Pr'oject 205H)
The ,comments 'of the subconunittee on any of these points ¥toul.d
be appreciated 9
Table I -' LaterlllB~ckl:Lng'Tests Un.der, Co~stMt
, ' 'MOiii~nr,aI1d B:uil~-,In Ends
1~ Section (a) Size
(b) bit
(c) d/w
2. Length of test (a) 'Ai;;tual"/(
.Section in - (b) Lc,r ex....
inches 'p'ecte:d ftom
,th'eo,ry vvi,th
Es t=lQOO ~si
Gst:::;2500ksi
Ll
!OWF29
11.6
3503
30.5
40.5
L2 ·L3 L4
lOWF29, 16W36 lOWF29
11.6 16~4 11.6
35.3 46.8 35~3
60 32.5 96
40.5 42' 40,5
3. Plastic ,Mon:te~t pr'edicted
from ,cQupon tests =
cry Z. in. kips.
4. MaxUnum Moment re~che,d in
tests. iuo kips"
5 l) PS}.ip.t of L9-,teral :aucklin~
¢:~ **
6., Mode of Failure
1130
L. f1072 (Y,ield)
'J L 1536
>30
Combi~ed'
I~"ca1 -&
.Lateral
Bu:ckle
1130
1132
2.2
Lateral
Buckle
2400
2387
>15
L-ocal
Buckle
1130
1090
Lateral
Jiuc'kle
~.. \
7. Curvature*,at which actual
Moment ,,:p fell to 95%
,Qf pl8,s,tic :moment 0
Not
determ,o
14,,,5 12~2'
(Local)
1.65
"i~In tests L1 .and 13 an ,attempt wqts made to test th'e critical length.
Howeyer, lowvaltLesof Est used in ,the calculations (from co:upon tests)
gave 'theoraticalcritical' lengths tao small ~ I I
** Approxilliate value Of:av at str<ilin-hardenin,g :La 12.
p. ~n~
Maxwell, W. White
January.; 1956
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LATERAL BRACING
(Progress Repo·'rt 205H)
page--9
At th'e en-d of June) 1955 a proposal was forwarded to the
cQnttnittee chairmanoutlin.ing two tests of continu'oU8 beams aimed at
providing some illforma,tiQn abo'ut lateral ,bracing requirements (se'e
Appendix ,A) • It ,was il1tended that the'se tests be perfonne4 .before the
summer course hopi~g to have some preliminary experimental .data to
indicat:~ 1;hat the problems of lateral .bracing ,can ,be econ'omically sur-'
mounted 0 However", urgent ,work in connection with the sunnner course
prevented those tests from ,being carried onto
As state:d in ,that proposal, tn'e ~ests were to ch'eck ·wheth'er
the normal elastic ,design .of 'a single bay, single story, rectangular
bent structure has sU'fficient lateral b;eacing 'in order to ,develop its
ultimate strel1;gth~
In cogp.iza~ce of the' program propose'd unde.r Project205E--V,
it is felt that the more fundamental a.~alyticalwork on lateral buckling
should now becomplete'dbefore these' tests are cons.i'dere'd. The results
of the analytical program ,should then indicate th'e important factors
which should .be studi,ad and which ,may substantially change any ,testing
proposals made now.
.Maxwell.W. White
205lr.l
APPENDIX A
June 30,- 1955
LATERAL BRACING RE9.UIB.~:MElil§'
Outline of Proposed Tests
I o I N T He 0 D U C
b
T_I 0 N
One of the basic assumptions made in designing a
structure for ultimate strength by plastic design methods is
that a "plastic" hinge qan be formedo That is, that the section
is capable of undergoing large rotations within a limited region
so that the moments may be redistributed to develop the full
strength of the structure~
To accomplish these large rotations, provisions must
be made to prevent the member from failing prematurely by
lateral bucklin~, local buckling or a combina'tion of both& We
can therefore see that the provision of sufficient lateral
bracing is closely tied up with the need for adequate rotation
capacity of the member G The requirements for rotation capacity
are governed by the actual design of the structure and can
therefore vary considerably from case to case.
As an extreme limitation, it .may be proposed that the
member should be so braced that it will not buckle laterally
until the point of strain-hardening. At this point the crittcal
·buckling length may again be simply determined, for the case of
constant moment, by using the normal elastic solution but
sUbstituting the strain~hardening elastic constants (for steel
Est := 1000 ksi, Gst ::: 2500 ksi) ~ This prOCed.llrl e b.as many
disadvantages:
-2
2~
l~ The critical lengths are prohibitingly small.
The rotation capacity to get this condition is
larger than that which our preliminary calculations
indicate is necessary (at strain-hardening the
rotation capacity approximately equals 11)0
The condition of uniform moment is unrealistic in
that usually the regions of greatest required
rotation capacity have quite steep moment gradients
and are usually braced at the point of maximum
moment. (1$8 0 one of the loading or support points).
Until further basic investigations have been carried
out, it is of interest to check whether the normal elastic
design, say of a single bay, single story, rectangular bent
building, has sufficient lateral bracing in order to develop
its ultimate strength, or, if not, what minor design and
fabrication modifications may be made to--aid this development 0
II. PRO P 0 SAL
Objec~ive:
10 To determine whether redistribution of moments in a
single bay, single story, rectangular bent with the
usual type lateral bracing~ is possible before
lateral buckling occurs and the load dropso
20 To determine if and what modifications may be necessary
to prevent lateral buckling until the structure
reaches its ultimate plastic loadG
-3
Analysis:
The type of structure being considered is shown in
Figure 1 0 The lateral restraint is provided by the purlins
attached to the top flange of the frame and eventually tied to
a braced bay of the bUilding 0 As an arbitrary choice among an
infinite number of selections a constant uniform cross-section
is considered~ Since the support points are pinned, this
structure may be represented by a continuous beam if variations
in knee rotation are ignored and if the effects of axial force
are neglected (this is admissible for the usual proportions of
structures), as shown in Figure 2Q It is arbitrarily assumed
thataC may vary from zero (i~eo fixed ends) to a value of 1 0 312 0
For. the case of 0(. == 0, the initial plastic hinges form at the
points of support and must undergo sufficient rotation to
develop a hinge at the centerline to form its mechanism (see
Fj_gure 3) l) For 0( = 1 0 312 the first "h.inge forms at the center-
line with the moments at the supports only half the centerline
moment~ (see Figure 4)e This last case is impractical to test
in the laboratory because of its great length and therefore
+" ,+-
either of the tests shown in Figure 5 or Figure 6 can be
substituted in its plac80 The test shown in Figure 5 approaches
the conditions of Figure 4 in that the required ro·tation
capacities are approximately equal (4 0 65 and 5~85) and the
length over which the hinge acts are approximately equal (O~133L
and: 0 0 l07L) . The test sho'\m in Figure 6 has a lower required
rotation capacity of 2.45 (more favorable) but, at the same
time, has the hinge formed over a much longer length O~257L
(less favorable) 0 This example also serves to illustrate the
widely differing conditions which cause lateral buckling of the
't\~·o s't~C1J.ctures \qhich 9 on the Stl1~f84ee, appear to be quite similar 0
~~~g
It is therefore proposed that two tests be performed
011 '"tIle basis o1"'b Figure 3 and :F'igure 6 fj 'The test in Figure 6 is
chosen in preference to that of Figure 5, since it is simpler
to pel~forln and4 no quarrtita:tive jl1dgment can yet be Inade on which
of the two (length of hinge or rotation capacity) presents the
more realistic or the more severe case o
The selection of section size 3 span length and
spacing of purlins is again quite arbitrarY0 Limiting ourselves
~co a span of 20 ft 0? a typica]~ size men1ber \VOllld be 8", 10" or
12 n (].8E;p,~ II J~O\NF21 "Jas sel,ected as being aXl extreme condition
because of the following factors:
},o Sm,al:l latera~l benc1ing s'tifferlel"3s~
,2 0 b,1tl:: 16.9 a:n.o. d/w :: 4,1 (i~eo close to limiting
values for prevention of~~ocal buckling)~
i:;. purlj.n spaei11g of 5 ft ~ approximates normal purlin
spacing when its design is governed by type of roofing.
Purlin.s vrill be 5' I 10 (l
205H.l -5
lIIo PR 0 C EDIT R E
The tests will be commenced with the purlins simply
connected to the beams by two bolts in the top flange of the
beam$ If the beam fails (i~e. 'load falls off) prior to
attainment of its ultimate load, the beam will be repaired~
modifications introduced~ and the test repeated. The order of
introduction of the modifications will be as shown in Figure 9~
Variations of these details may become necessary as the test
proceeds.
IV. LIM I TAT ION S
It should be emphasized that until the more basic
problems outlined in part I have been solved, the results op-
tained in these two tests will not be able to be generally
expanded to include ar~itrary rotation capacities or moment
gradients or even ~ different size sectionsQ Indeed even the
procedure for determining necessary rotation capacity
(particularly in the neighborhood 9f cOnIlections) is not yet
standarized. The tests should, however, indicate the feasibility
of this type of design and add confidence and impetus to a more
fundamental investigation~
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THE TANGENT MODULUS IN, SHEAR
(Progress Report 241-1)
page-IQ
The general analysis of the local buckling prDb~em presented
in Progress Report X* shows the necessity 'Qf obtaining ,more information
with regard to stress-strain relationships in the plastic rangeo Pre-
dictions of presently available theories bear no resemblance at all with
the results of local buckling testso
As the buckling strength of outstanding flanges depends to a
large extent on the tangent modulus in shear, Gt, an attempt has been
made to measure this modulus directlyo
The test set-up shown in Figo 1 makes it possible to compress
and twist a tube specimen sllccessively or simultaneouslyo The axial
compression and the angle of twist were measured by means of a compression-
torsion strain gage with .a gage length of 5 inches 0
The test program is summarized in Table I~
Table I - Summary of Tests
Test Loading Path Ptlrpose of 'I'est
to dete.rro.ine
r--
Tl Axial load only Stress strain curve
for uni-axial loading
T2a,T3a Torsional moments G
within elastic~
range
T2b,T3b Axial compression ,up Gt
tp strain-hardening
range followed by
twisting under con-
stant axial load
The test results are presented in Fig 0 20 The measured values
of Gt are plotted -as -a function-of the shear strain, /Yo Good agreement·
is obtained with the theoreti:.cal curve predicted by the incremental theory
of plasticity using the second invariant of the deviator~c stress tensor
as the loading functiouo
Initially the tangent modulus in shear, Gt, approaches the value
of the modulus of elasticity in sh,ear, G D However, with increasing shear
strains, a', the value ofGt drops rapidly to about 3000 - 2000 ksL From
there on Gt decreases slowly with increasing 1.
* "Local Buckling of Wide-Flan,ge Shapes" by Geerhard H,aaijer and Bruno
Thurl ima'nn 9 Fritz Laboratory Report 205E05, December, 19540
January, 1956
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The large values ofGt for small snearstrains cannot be of
importance because of unavoidable initial imperfections 0 Conseq~ently
it seems logical to select a value
Gt = 2000 ksi
to be used for the strain-hardening range of steel~
tf ".~
Geerhard Raaijer
January, 1956
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Evaluation, Analysis, and .Design" Phase V
p,ESIGI'1 EXAMPLES .ANJ> TECHNIqUE,S
Statement of Pr'obl,ta~~
• b •
page-13
~05-'l
Th'er'e is a n'eed to illustrate the use of 'plastic design
thr'ough the' inclusion in reports 0'£ specific design examples ; the re-
sults'may be comp'ared ,with those obtained by the conventional .elastic
matho'ds.
,While the basic theorems of plastic analysis and ,design are
sufftcl,entlY,'.'" ge~et~l to ena.ble one to obtain t:q.e solution to most
stru·ctural ptoble~$~. it is felt that further study and ,development .w~11
reveal techn1'qu'es that will materially reduce the design time.
'Qutl~'e a,f,.Work:
1,., A review of the literature ron methods of analysis with
particul~r re~erence to minimum weight ,design.
2. A stu'dy 'Qf the basic behavio'r '0'£ typical structures at
failure nQti1l;g the tran,sfer 'of resistance from one part
of the' st.ructure to the other 0
3 • Explore ~ewmethods of solution ,to certain .of tb:ese
p r'oblem types (e og 0 gable frames, tier buildiIlgs , etc.)
40 Fo'rm.ulation .of rules for tl1e selection of the more
economical (least weight) co.mbination ,of member sizes
in.a stitlcture.
5. ]~'reparat.ion .of reports on the above(t
The Cl1r'rE;\nt .work is aimed at completing a stu'dy of the multi-
span gable fr~e' pro1;>lem .and the preparation ,of a. report on same.
January, 1956
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;§E.lllat.lon j Analysis, and Design, Phase V~'
ANALYSIS PROCEDURES
Statement of ,Problem:
--==t '
page-14
20S-ill
Although some methods of analysis have been ,rather wid'ely
Pllblici'zed (such .as the semi-graphical "equilibrium method") there is
need for further expl'anation .and illustration .0£ some of the more r'ecent
methods 0
Some methods ar'e motre suitable to one type of structure than
to anothert> Applicability of the various methods should be studied 0
Also, certain simplifications may be made to existing methods of analysis)
rendering them more suitable for design .use o
As more is lea~l+ed ,about ::the l-11astic behavior of structures
an'd .as addit~'nal types of atr'uctures are encountered, new methods of-
analysis may be required.
Ou.tline of,Work:
l~ Summarize existing methods of analyzing structures for
'ultimate strengt.h.
2 ~ Report on ..the ''Nee-nanism'' methed covering the problem
of.distrib-uted load, use of instantaneous center, checking
equilibrium by mome~t-balancing. Application to indus-
trial buil.ding £r'ames It
3~ Study practical ,methods of analysis of tier buildings.
4tj Develop analysis procedures for new structural problems
encountered.
The ,curr'el+t: .work is to complete Item (2).
JaUllary, 1956
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Portal Frames j Phase I
VERTICAL LOADING
Statement of Problem*~
page- 15
205 D-I
Tests on full-size portal frames are desirable to confi~
theories for calculating ultimate loads and deflections and to check
the behavior of component parts of frames with isolated tests of
connections)columnsjand beamso
Two vertical load tests were made on frames fabricated from
8 inch sections to make the indicated comparisons with results of
isolated beam, column, and connection testso
Outline of tvork ~
This phase of the program was carried out as follows:
10 Design specimens, setups and test procedureso
29 Static load tests.on two 14 foot span flat-roof frames
with pinned bases o
30 Analysis and reporto
Current Pro~ram6
A report on the results of the, frame tests is being prepared
to supplement Progress Report Noo 7 which described testing methodso
* See proposal dated August 25, 19500
January~ 1956
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COMBINED LOADING
===*=
Statemer!Lt of Pro'blem,~
page'-16
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By testing n'early full-scale port,al frames of as-delivered,
c.onnnerc.ially aV'ailable sections, the practical limitations that may be
encotlTI,t.er'ed in .th,eapplication of plas'tic ra-.q.ge -design .may be brought
all,t in f:ul1 for'ce o 'T'his continuation of the frame te'st program intr'odu:ces
some additiol1.al factors such as side loading proportional to blast effe~cts"
differe.nt bO~lnd.ary conditions, different layout of frame, a~d larger
rol1e.d sec.tions cTh.u.s observations may b'e maa.e on a.ddition.al ,,~.riab~es
as 'well as gaining f~lrther checks on calculations 'Of ultimate load aI1d
d.e:f1ec t: ion, 0
Outline of ~~
A proposal was pres'ente'.d for nine t'ests of single-.bay single-
story port.~al fr'ames with variables in ,geometry, boundary conditions and
loading 0*
lrhe 'ftTork .de.finitel·y project.ed is a'S follows:
loDesign, ,of t.est set -ups It
20 Te,st of flat~roof frame .with pinned bases und'ery'ertical
loads .aD,d horiz'ontal lo'ads proportional to usual ,wind load
design prac"tice o
3 0 Test of :flat-=rclof frame with fi,xed bases under' vertical
10B.d8 and horizontal load pro~ortional to tlsual wind load
d,esign, practice~ 'Test to be 4alted as soon as maximum
loa~l is reach,ed 0
4'0 Test of same -flat ...roof frame with .fixe'd bas'es under equal
vertical and horizop--tal loads to simulate ...blast loading 0
6 Q LIest of ga.bled frame with ,fixe·d bases under ·vertical and
horizon.tal 1oa'ding 0
Cu.rrent :EjJrog',eam~
The. CT(i.r:een.t program is to finish ,a ,report on the gabled portal
frame test 0
Janua.ry, 1956
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Statement of Problem~
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11ulti,,,,,,span frames by their greater degree of indeterminacy
present more opportunity for increase in carrying capacity due to
redistribution of momenta However, this might lead,to limitations
because of large rotation capacities required to allow the redistribution
of XnOTIlerct 0 A test of a two span frame with a large theoretical reserve
due to redlstri.b'ution of moment is desirable ~
Ou.tlinE~. of Worlt ~
Work on this phase of the project would be carried out as
follo'tvs ~
(1) St'udies of proportions of two-span frames to select ~.
a suitable frame with a large effect due to redistribu-
tion. of ID.oment j)
(2) Design of test set-upo
(.3) Ellab:ric.ation of frame with provisions made to measure
uloek,ed in l1 moments caused by accidental misalinements
in fabricatioIlo
(4) Test of frame 0
-(5) Analysis atld report Q
CtrrI'ent Program;
Plans for coming work are to begin the studies of possible
fraU16S arld desigxl a setup to be followed by a definite proposa16
January, 1956
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Plastic At1.alysis of Arches 2, Phase I
ANALYSIS Al\ID MODEL, T~~TS
StseemeD. of probl~~:
page-18
254- - I
Applic,ation ,of nplasticAnalysis" to the design ,of a:rches re-
quir.es special attention for two reasons:
(a) The 'noxmal force of an arch is relatively high .such that
i.ts influence on the plastic moment cannot be neglectedo
Consid,eration .of this influence can readily be made and
no special investigation is needed.
(b) The deflections of arches together with the normalfo'rce
ma'y produc.e considerable additional bending ,moments.
Desp~te of the fact that they are referred to as seco~dary
mOIU.ents they can .in ,general not .be neglected.
Th,e objective of the investigation therefore is to develop an
analysis considering these secondary bending moments. A few subsequent
tests on small models are planned in order to substantiate the theoretical
findingD
Outline of Work, ~
(a) Literature survey, especially methods of calculating
secondary moments in present elastic design.
(b) trheoretic.al investigation.
(c) Small number of model tests in ,order to test theory.
Curren.t Prog:ram~
Preliminary work ,was started by graduate assistants as part
of course work~ For spring semester 1956 work under (b) and probably
part of (c) will be doneo
Jal1uary, 1956
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BI-AKIAL I?LEX1Jl~E
~~~
Statement of Problem:
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Th.e. c.olumn as it is fO'und in any given real structure is
Stlbj ecte.cl to a Gorubi:natiorl 0.£ ben.ding moments about each of the
prtIlc.ipal a.:Kes as ~reJ,l as an axi.al thrust. If it is assumed that the
ll1ember re:1TLaiJ1S e,lstst:lc a.nd. that in:i.tial yield constitutes the linlit
of 8tl~'·uc.tut'al lJsefulrless, a solut.ion can be obtained which defines the
ca.rry:Lng capacit)7 of this member f> The solutio!'! indicates that the
p'I',~senc.e of OIIl'y .a. l',~lat1.vely sInall bendin.g filoment in the weak direction
will greatly reduce the carrying capacity of the member in the strong
dlrec.tion,n Sir~,ce :Lt [la.S beell sh,own that the strength as predicted on
the basis of initial yield is not necessa~ily indicative of the true
car:eyir!g eapac:l.ty of a melnber arid since such loadings do occur in
practice, it is necessary that a solution to this problem be obtained~
Outli.ne of Work ~--..0<>_--..-..-- _
2 ~ Devv e.lopmE1nt of a means of solutioll to this problem
assuluiIlg the, luem.ber does riot t'\vist Ct
3" Desig'n a·,n,d. fabI'i.catioIl of end fixtures for the testing
of model columns under various combinations of loadingo
Llin Garr'yollt a p:tlot series of tests on rectangular model
steel columns to verify the solution to part 2 (above) 0
60 Extension of the solution to the lateral-torsional
buckling problem (Phase V) to include the hi-axial
loading problem for WF members o
CaL'l:'ycyut 8. serles of ul0del tests on model WF members
fOlC vI2;,I,Jific.,;lti.on of the solutions determined in 6 tt
80 vrest several full-scale column.s for comparison with above~
9... Pre:pa:ration. of a report OIl samet)
~rhe. CJJ.!,Jre!lt lArorlc is aimed at completing parts 1 through
5 of the abo\re. l)
January 3 1956
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Colllln~~~ in Continuous Fram.es 1 Phase V
INELASTIC LATERAL TORSIONAL BUCKLING
Statement of Problem~
page- 20
20SA-V
It has been observed that as a wide-flange beam-column is bent
about is principal axis the strength as predicted from a consideration
of the bendirlg stiffness of the member about this axis is never reached o
Prior to the attainment of the predicted load the member laterally bends
and twistso
Since the most economical placement of material in a cross-
section i,8 the one that provides the greater bending stiffness in the
directi.on of the anticipated greater bending moment 9 there will always
be a d.if~Eerellce in bending si;:iffness about each of the principal axes
of the member~ therefore, a possibility of lateral-torsional bucklingo
A solution to this problem is needed to be able to predict
the tr'ue strength of WF members bent about tlleir major axis I) The solution
may also prove valuable in the determination of laterally unsupported
length for' lateral bracing requirements!)
Outlin,e of Work ~
10 Review of the literature on this type of failure!)
20 Develop a method of solution to the problem assuming
that the member deforms in single curvature~
31) Establish "'bending stiffness-axial load-curvature"
relationships (graphical) about each principal axis o
Assume annealed WF material u
40 Same as 3 with as-delivered member (idealized cooling
residual stress pattern)o
50 Develop interaction curves to show the seriousness of
this type of failure q Comparison with previous work
neglecting this factoro
6 Q Extension of work to include bi-axial loading problem
(see Phase I11)0
70 Preparation of reportso
C'urrent Prdg~b
The curr~nt work is aimed at completing the first 5 of the
aboveQ
JaruL1ary ~ 1956
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Earli.er experiment-al workd:onea~i l'hase I ,consisted -of a series
of ,tests of corl1~er cortnectiol+s of one sizehaviI1:g different design
deta.:tls 0
i;he q·u-estioD.remained~st-()wh~th-er' the results of thi's study
on small members W01-1,ld ho1d tr'ue for C"on~ections fabricat-'ed to- CO-n4ect
la.rger rolled sections.
vrhis phas'e of the p'1:ogrctm was set up a'S a ,sari'es of conn'ections
0:[ va:t>ying si,-zas all of one of th'e types found to- be' suitable from ,the'
earlie.r' work o
Outliu'e of ,Work ~
~ . ~
Th.e plan 'of analytical stttdies an'd tes-t-s is as follows:
1 () Select a .'Bertas of ge-ometrically simila.r- rolled sections.
20 De'sign connections to join ,th-e se.veral rolle:d shapes 0
30 Design test setups and proc'e-dures 0'
4'0 CalcllJlate predicted behavior of sp'ecimens~
5 ~ -Test three large size' corner con.n-ecti.ons 0
6 D Correlat-e -c'onnaction behavior .with the~ory and- camp'are
re.sult-s of -d:tffe'rf~nt s:tz'econnectiol\s 0
Ctirrent program.~·
Tb.ec:u.rrent program is to~ finish p'reparing the rep-or't of the
comp'lete'd tests ~ This p'ar't of the:'work has h-een. ,dormant b,eCa\lse of
cOTJ.c6rrt-.t',atiof!OIlother p'hases ofth'e ·over-all programo
*' See proposal December 5» 19520
Jan.llar'y ~ 1956
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ROTATION CAPACITY
== " =
St.a.te.ment ofProblem,~
page~22
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OIle of the basic assumptions ip:volve'd in the- compu'tation ,of
ultimate 1o 'a.d,s in ,plastic analysis is that the members and ,connections
must ha,te sufficient rotationcapaeity t-b allow all plastic hinge'S to
develop ~ A general method for calctilatipg the necessary rotation capacity
is required 0 The problem is important because lack of adequat-e rotatio'n
capaci~y would be a seriou~ limitation if the application of plastic
~nalys~s to structural ,des1gno i
I
I
iOutline of Work: i
1 ~ Develop analytic'al pro'cedure for calculati~g deflection and
rotation at plastic hinges at instant of formation 'of
mechanism.
2 0 Analyze a number of structures by the ,method to determin,e
th.e re'quired rot'ation ,capacity of plastic hinges 0
34 C'omp,are the amounts of rotation capacity requir'ed with that
a~ttained in tests of similar ~tructures or components l)
40 Propose' and conduct necessarytest-s to carrel,ate' with theoryo
5 0 E',ral1:~ate problem of rotation capacity in the lig4t of
r'es1t1.1 ts obtaine-d from analysis an-d tests 0
6 0 Pres'ent pra.ctical .metho'dof calculati~g re'qui'red X"otation
capacity of plastic hi~g-es 0
Current Program~
WoX"k on th:ls problJ~m is the subjec:t of a ,disser·tati-onwhich is
par't of 'a PhoDQ _program 0
January, 1956
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Corne~c COfiXlections:'! Phase IV
TENSION BEHAVIOR
Statement of Problem:
page- 23
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Common loadings on continuous frames require that the corner
connections be subjected to combinations of bending and compressive
thrusto Certain special cases require that the connections withstand
bending and tensile forceso These special cases include buildings
subjected to blast loading and the crowns of sharply-peaked gable roofse
A few tension tests of corner connections are desirable to
establish the behavior as a guide to design in the special cases cited)
especially since the possibility of weld failure is increased in this
type loading 0
Outline of Program~
The program includes tension tests of several connections,
basically those which have previously been tested in compression in Phases
I and II of the corner connection projecto
(1)* Test and report on thirteen corner connections joining
BE13 materialo Connections previously tested in
compressione (Lehigh)
(2)* Tension test and report on two identical corner
connections joining 8Bl3 materia16 One connection
tested in prime condition and one tested in compression
prior to tension testo (Texas)
(3) Tension test on three corner connections tested in
compression in phase II ~- size effect serieso
(4) Tension test on two 12WF36 corner connections taken
from Frame 3 of project 205D6 One corner prime
condition, one corner previously strained in compressiono
(Undergraduate student project)
(5) Report on tests in paragraphs (3) and (4)0
Cur:r'e11t Program ~
( '11 )...5, J:I
Two tension tests remain to be done as indicated in paragraph
A report on paragraph (4) is in preparatione
* Reported Progress Report #150
~~s.tU..g".lbJ" ..... .,"""...,
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co~er Connections 3 ,Fhas'e VI ~
HAITNCH:ED CONNE,CTI:ONS
i
Stqte~nt ,of Proble~:*
.Since th'ere'are several r'easo:q.s for the use of h'aunch'ed
weld:ed connectio:q.s in stntctur'es proportioned by the plastic method,
there is need fora simple yetacc~urate method of proportioning such
haun.ches () -The lIie'thQd should be sllch that itwoul'd fit into the
phil-o.sophy of plastic design ,but cou~d J1k1'8t as well ,b'e used by the
elastic designer o
205 C-]1
A ,design procedure sh-ould be developed :~vhichwould assure.
elastic. beb,aviot" of th'e haunched portion of a frame" even __wh~en th.is
structure, has reache.-d ulti.mate loado Plastic hinges will have. ,deve.lope"d
in the prismatic beam sections adjacent to the' haunch, yet the haul+ched
portion itself (taper-ad or curved) will remainelast:tc.
2~J.tlir!:..e of
l
work
Th'e project illcludes analytical stu'dies confirmed by tests
as follows:
1<1 Survey available methods of analysi,s 6
Establish practical propo:rtio:q.s of haun-ched c:onnections 0
Outline a simple' method of a~alysis for bendingal1d shear
str-es-ses wlthin hauncho Indicata p'ercent ,errors 0
Develop design procedur'e o
De.velop illustrative' 'examples 0
Show apptication to elastic design.
Study optintunt haunch lengths for plastica11y-de'signed frames 0
~ d Test two c:on~ec'tions to corr:elate with the'ory_o
Current Pragranl:
Th's cu-rrent wo'rk is aimed at complet.ing the' above outlin-e of
-work~
* Se'e pr:c)p'osal January 24) 1955 (Rep-ort Noo 205Co18)o
~Tanuary, 1956
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Bolted Connections in Plastic Design, Phase I
Statement of Problem~
page= 25
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The method of plastic. desigl1 ttas s1i.:tcce,ssfttlly beer! applied, to
welded continuous steel structures fJ Ill. man,y cases it \;\Tould be ad,V8.Iltageous ~
however, to confine welding to the shop and assemble the structure in the
field by means of high tensile bolts o
The rrtoment""'rotation cl1aracterist.ic:,s of" 8u.cll bolted co:nn.ec',t:i,ons
should be investigated before using them in plastically designed structures~
Outline of Work:
16 A theoretical stud,y of VariO'L1S bealu conn.8;c.tj,(Y;lJJ;=; (vJeb
connections, flange connections:l web cU.1.r:l fl~3:nge. C01rH18ctio'n.s,
and butt connections).
2 to Verification of the theoretic.al an,alys:l,s by l!i6an,S of a fevJ
tests.
Current Program:
The current work consists of the above nle,ntioK"!l€'.d theo:retic;al
study to be followed by a test on a bending speCimeI1L lp.yith, th;'cee butt
connections.,
January, 1956
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BoxJ?ec~~on in Plastic Design a Phase II
Statement of Problem:
page- 26
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Problems of instability require special attention in "Plastic
AnalysisU~ Members with unsupported flanges subjected to bending may
fail by lateralantorsion,albuckling long before a plastic hinge may have
been developed. Rolled shapes with open cross sections (WF, H, Letc.)
pres'ent relative small resistanc~ to such a type'- of failure, if un.-
supported~ However, closed cross sections as eQg. a box beam exhibit
a very lligh torsional rigidity and hence highresLstanc.e to lateral<-..
torsional buckling. The use of a box beam may t.herefore be ju.stified
in certain cases where no lateral bracing is possible or undesirable 0
Outline of Work. ~
A pilot investigation was therefore started to study the prob-
1emof lateral-torsional buckling of box beams theoretically and
demonstrate the behavior in an actual test. The work is of exploratory
character on.ly.
Cllrrent Progra1TI;~
The work on a pilot test is completed.. On the basis of
theoretical considerations a test specimen (6 1/4 x 14" x 19'-0" with
5/16" flang'es and 1/4" webs) was fabricated and tested under pure bending
over a larger part of its length 4 A report cove'ring th.is phase of the.
study is in progress~
Januar'y, 1956
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,Built-up Members in Plastic Design, Phas,e I
Statement of Problem*~
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Presently available experiraental results on the plastic behavior
of steel structures are exclusively restricted to structures fabrica~~d
with rolled section,s Q However, bUilt~up members are very often used in
practice, especially in ship structures 0 Typical.examples are .deck girders
with openings in the corners .and through the ,webs. A Vierend~~ .. g,irder
ptesent~ a further' typical ex)l;Ul1ple o The ap·plication of UPlastic Designlt
to such ,members offer'S some ne.w problems~
111 Behavior ~s influenced by cut-'outs in corner cOD.nectiona
o'r webs o
2 It Stiffening requir'ements for deep webs as in deck girders 0
~'l> Local stiffe"ning requi.rements of flanges a.nd corners.
40 11 Ef.fective width of deek plate in buckled stat.eafter
format.ion of pl.ast:Lc hinge in ,girder.
Outlin,e of WO,rk ~
,1 ~ Survey on .built-up members inact-ual applications, with
special emphasis 'on, ship structures.
2 (> Th'eorat.tical study of the problems in connection with
HPlastic Design" 0
3Q Proposal for exploratory testingG
40 Experimental investigation.
Current Program~
Presently studies under points 1 and 2 are being activated.
'* ,See pr'oposal _dated 24 J.anuary 1955) page 3) Report 4ft205C q 18 •
January, 1956
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In general even in. nplasti.cD-esignH shearing f:orces are
rel,ati~ly small and do not go~rerrt .a'design-~ 'Th'eir infl-u-ence on the
plastic moment is -aimply n'egle'cted9 In ,special case's, however, hIgh
shear'ing str'essestnq.y lead toa reductiqn ,'0£ the plastic momen-t. ,Such
,effects W'et'e' p-reviotisly -Q-bser'ved in ,tests and also investigate-d
theoretically 0 Ne-v-erth'eleS's a. systematic study was .~d'esirable to
prop:erly evaluate these' .~:ffects 0
Contr-olle'd tests (in 5 specimens (12WF27) with different ratios
of moment "to sh-ear were conducted. ,A parallel th'eo:retical study 'of the
problem,waosdone. Th:-e'se ~4rE!S111 ts avq.ilable in, the literatur-e- will
be ev'aluated eta to tn'sir des'ign .implicatio"Q.s.
The t'ast progr,am i's completed. A repo'rt on the' ,work and the-
fi.ndings is _pe"Q.di~g.
January, 1956
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Inelastic Instability, Phase III
LOCAL BUCKLING
Statement of Problem~
page- 29
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The importance of the local buckling ,problem has been emphasized
by premature failure of tested continuous frames because of flange
buckling"
The ultimate aim of the theoretical and experimental studies
on this subject is to specify the di.mension,s of WF shapes such that they
can safely be used in plastic designo
Outline of Worl.:: ~
10 Review of available theories.
2., Tests to check the validity of the theories in the
plastic range of steel.
3. On the basis of 2 select the valid theory or if possible
propose a new theory.
4c Tests on WF shapes subjected to axial compression and
pure moment.
5f! Report 0
60 Summarize in a report available results of test on
WF shapes subjected to moment gradient.
Current Programz
The current work is aimed at completing part 1 through 5 of
the above to be followed by completion of part 6.
January, 1956
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Inelastic Instability, Phase V
LATERAL ~UCKL~G
Statement of Problem:
page ... 30
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One of the basic assumptions made in designing a structure
for ultimate strength by plastic design methods is that a Upl as tic f1 hinge
can be formed 0 That is, that the section is capable of undergoing large
rotations within a limited region so that the moments may be redistributed
to develop the full strength of the structure 0
To accomplish these large rotations, p~ovisions must be made
to prevent the member from failing prematurely by· lateral buckling. The
general purpose of this project is to establish a criterion for the
lateral buckling of members in the region where part of the member has
undergone some inelastic deformationo
Outline of Work ~
10 Preliminary tests on fix-ended WF beams under constant
monlel1t l)
2~ Analytical study for comparison with part (1).
3~ Extension of analytical study to cases of:
(a) Varying Moment Gradient
(b) Varying End Conditions~
4~ Analytical study on the post-buckling strength of the
beams for the different cases.
50 Confirmatory tests under various conditions.
Current Program~
Part (1) has been completed,. Part: .(2) is at present in
progress & It is expected to complete parts (3) _, and (4) in the forth-
coming period1)
Jan-uary, 1956
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Repeated Loading, Preliminary S,tudies) Phase I
Statemen,t of Problem~
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Method.sof UPlastic Analysis tt consider in ,general only propor-
tional loading, ioe~ the ratios between ,all the loads of a given .1oadil1g
confi,guration stay 'Constant up to the failure loadc Actually cases of
loadi:q.g cycles, e.g. live loads in star,age house) wind, craneloads etc,
ar'e more conmen than such::2L'1'l ldealized loadi~g, Theoretically it can ,be
shown that a limit'ad ull.mber of loading cycles can produce -successive
plastic. deformations such ,that the deflections increase with ,each cyc:Le.
A critical limit called the shake--down load and always smaller than.the
cor~espo:Q.din,g ultimate load for proportional load,ing) can .be defined~
above which the deflections never cease to increase 0
Such the'ore'tical predictio~s based on simplifying assumptions
nee·d some ex.per'imental check to ·evaluate their seriousness with respec t
to actual design.
Q&tline of ·Work:
After stu·dyi~g the prob1em ,theoret;Lcal1y av'ery simple test
on .a 2 span continuous beam (.lj.W 13) with.a concentrated load in each. span
was devic.edo By b'ending the WF ,Beam about its min'or axis the possibility
of lateral buckling was eliminated 0 Intentionally every precaution was
taken to keep the set-up as simple as possible and the measurements .
restricted to the essentials~
Current Programb
The'; work and a .report on .the results are completed 0
January~ 1956
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Repeated Loading, Part of Frame Test, Phase III
Statemen.t of Problem:
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Methods of UPlast:Lc Analysis t1 con-sider in ,general only propor..-
tional loading" i.e. the ratios between..all the loads ofa given loading
configuration stay c'onstant up to th'e failu,re loa-do Actually cases of
loading cycles,e q go liy'e loads in 'storage h'ou-se, w~nd~, cr'aneloads etco s>
are more connnon than suchan :Ldealize'd loading. 'The'or'etical1y it ,can ,be
shown that a limited number of loading cycles can produce successiv'e
plastic,deformati'Ons such,that the .deflections increase' -with each cycle'lJ
A critical limit called the' shake .... d,owu load; ~d always smaller than the
correspondin.g 'ultimate load for 'proportional loading ~ can ,be' .defined,
ab'ove which the ,deflecti'ons never cease to inc'rease.
,Su'ch theoretical predictions based on ,simplifying assumptions
need some ,experimental check to 'evalu,ate their' seriousness with resp'ec t
to actual designo'
Outline of ,W9rl,,:
,Out of the approv'ed program on full-scale frame t'ests, one
frame will be subject'e'd to cyclic loading prior to the failure test un,der
p'roportiona1 loa.d,ing. Such a pro,cedl1re will fu-rni,sh then-ecessary r'es-ults
on the behavior of an .actual fr'ame und-er cyclic loading without requiring
a special test.
Curr'ent Program:
Un'der considers.t:i.on in conn¢ction ,with ,future fr'ame t,ests 0
January, 1956
Report 1ft205.40
Lateral Bracing Requirements, Phase II
THE FUNDAMENTALS OF BRACING REQUIREMENTS
Statement of Problem~
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The general purpose of this project is an application of the
results obtalned for the study of inelastic laterat buckling of members
to the actual requirements and detailing of structures. Specifically
the project is concerned» firstly, with the method of expressing the
rotation requirements of a structure in a form from which its lateral
buckling strength may be determined. Secondly, it is concerned with the
effectiveness of various types of lateral support under various conditions.
Outline of Work ~
10 Review of methods for expressing the necessary rotation
capacity in the tlhinge" region in view of the :results
obtained under Project 205E-V and Z05e-III.
2. Analytical study for purpose of determining necessary
design criteria.
3~ Analytical study of the effectiveness of various types of
lateral bracing(t
4. Experimental determination of the effectiveness of
various types of lateral bracing.
50 Confirmatory tests of conclusions.
Current Program~
Because of its reliance on other projects, yet to be completed,
there is no current program in this project.
January, 1956
Report 1/205040
Aging al1.d theStren.gth "of Steel Beams, Phase I
State~ent of Froblem~
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'This project was setup to study thtaeffects of prior st1:a~n
,rates and of aging 9u the ultimate strengt:p. clJ.aracteristic~ of 'WF1J~~sp
In the course of c0nducting bend~ng tests, it is often a
convenience to vary 'the st.rain rates and even to stop the t~st for a
number of h01.1rs~ Do these time-dependent variables affect theulti.ntctte
strength of the structure? The wGrk ~s 'organiz~d i11m thre~' ~hase$':·i
Phase I - Beams --ioorpure ben.di~g (iI\-fluenc-e -en "M-fA c:urve)
Phase II ... 'Beams -- moment gradial1.t
Teflts h~ve b~'en ,complet'ed on .Phase I in which speciInens were
loaded into the p+astic region, unloaded, anq. after aging were -deformed
to maximum loada" 'pifferent stralin rates a.p.d ,aging times were useq. 't:.o
study the influence of these variables on the M-.~ relationship -.. Ii. +eport
has been, prepared <:l-lld is·-treing 'reV!&ed'-:fQ~ di-s·tri13u·t!-on ,to the. conunittee.
(Und'er conditions of 'unifqrm moment, st~ain-aging has been shown to have
such.a small effect that it ,may be neglectedQ)
January, 1956
Report 4/::205 ~ 40
Stress~Strain Relationships in the Plastic Range, Phase I
THE TANGENT MODULUS IN SHEAR
Statement of Problem:
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Analysis of the lopal (plate) bucl<:ling problem shows that the
buckling strength depends on the relationships between the increments of
stresses and strains due to the deflection of the plate out of its
plane*~ For outstanding flanges the buckling strength depends to a large
extent on the tangent shear modulus 0
Thus) the important problem to be investigated is: The deter-
mination of the tangent modulus in shear of structural steel after it has
been compressed into the plastic range 0
Outline of Program~
1 ~ De.sign a test set-up which will 'make it possible to
compress and twist a tube successively and simultaneously.
20 Design a strain-gage which will measure the corresponding
strains.
30 Perform tests.
4" Compare test result's "lith theoretical pre4'tlctions.
C1.]t'rent Program:
Tests have been carried out successfully. A report presenting
the ,results of the investigation is in preparation.
'* See Progress Report X flLocal Buckling of WF Shapes u by Geerhard Haaijer
and Bruno Thurlimann, Fritz Laboratory Report 205E~5) December 1954.
January, 1956
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The Plastic Moment
Statement of ~roblem:
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Simple 'last~c Theory determi~es the plastic mo~ent value of
a given section as Mp = 0y Zo~ Z, called the plastic section modulus, is
comple~ely fixed by the geometry of the cross sectiono The yield stress
cry is gener'ally taken ,as the yield stress of a tensile coupono It is
w'ell .lcnown that web and flange material of rolled sections have differ'ent
yield points, evellacross their w:ldthvariatious occur 0 Furtherquestions
as speed of coupon testing, val~dityof assumption that yield point in
bending and tension are equal etc 0 enter the problem. Observed Mp val~'es
ofntembers in actual bending are generally not identical with the values
calculated from Mp .== cry Z> mostly on the low side. The problem is to
f:lx· a proper value fo'r cry on the basis of coupon test results such that
Mp can be predicted as accurately as possible.
Outline of .Work ~
A considerable amount of .data concerning this problemare~
available at Fritz Laboratory~ ,Further information can .be gained from
test results published in the pertinent literature. A collection of
such data wlll be made. It is especial~y important tnat fact:ors as.
testlng speed, actual selection ,of yield stress etc. be carefully con-
slderedo By using ,a statistical .app'roachit should be possible to make
a proper selection of the value of Oy as to its use to predict the plastic
mome.n.t 0 It is not contemplated to do any experimental worktl
Current Program:
Th.e problem is studied by a graduate assistC\nt a's part of
course work. in research'tl He i,.s pres'ently collecting experimental datao
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